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Banksia Grove Primary School – 2016
Introduction
Thank you for taking the time to read our annual
report. Banksia Grove Primary School has just
completed an amazing year and we would love to
share our experience with you.
2016 was our first year with our new school name.
We are extremely proud that the school is so strongly
linked to its community and the positive growth in the
suburb of Banksia Grove is being mirrored by the
growth in our school. As an indication of this growth,
in 2017, over half of our 600+ students will be in our
Early Years’ classes (K-2).
Our school is based on the forging of strong and
lasting relationships. We are a distinctly positive
school. Our welcoming culture is built around a catchy
code of conduct that all members of the school
community follow.
As indicated in our Vision Statement, the school is
exceptionally fortunate to have such a wonderful staff
working so hard to lift the performance of our
students.

Celebrating 2016
The school celebrated many successes throughout the
year including;
 For the first time. Our Year 5 cohort was able to
achieve High Progress across all five of the
NAPLAN areas.
 The school achieved all of its academic milestones
as set out in our Business Plan.
 The behaviour of our students continues to be of
the highest order. We received numerous positive
comments from visitors and from independent
sources outside of the school about the manner in
which our students conduct themselves.
 The student responses on the National Schools
online survey were exceptionally positive across
the whole school. Community feedback was
equally informative and highlighted areas of
strength and areas for further development.
 Our Year 5 and 6 students displayed their amazing
talents in the Performing Arts with the
overwhelming success of the school’s production
of ‘Alice in Wonderland’.
 Our athletics team won its division at this year’s
Interschool Athletics Carnival. This came on the
back of some very strong performances at the
Interschool Cross Country and Winter Sports
Carnivals.
 Participation in school events such as the Parent
Information Night, Father’s day, Book Week and
Three-way conferences highlighted the increasing
partnership between the school and our families.
 2016 saw a record number of families enrol in our
2017 Kindergarten program and attend our
Kindergarten information sessions.
 Our ‘Leap into Learning’ project aimed at enabling
a smooth transition of students into our
Kindergarten program continued to be highly
successful with record numbers of parents
applying to join the program.
 Our Year 6 cohort capped the year with a
successful graduation assembly that was well
supported by large numbers of families and wellwishers.

‘Onesie Day’ – Supporting Ngala’s Good Night’s Sleep
Our Vision Statement
Banksia Grove Primary School will strive to be a model
school with a reputation for producing outstanding
students and active citizens. Our professional and
dedicated staff will encourage and support all
students in their pursuit of personal excellence. We
will be celebrating our successes and will strive for
continual improvement. All members of the school
community will work together to ensure that there is
a safe, caring and dynamic environment for our
students to learn in. We will provide our students
with a positive and productive pathway to the future,
wherever that may lead.
Statement of Intent
Banksia Grove Primary School has willingly accepted
the challenge of lifting the academic performance of
our students. Over the next three years we will be:

Water Play with the Principal Mr Hall

‘Striving to Improve’
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Priority Progress Summary
2016 was the first year of the school’s new business
plan. Our progress towards the achievement of the
targets was as follows:
Strategic
Target

1.1Curriculum
By the end of
2018, the school
will have lifted its
performance in
NAPLAN literacy
and numeracy
scores by 5% in
comparison to the
Australian means
from the average
school results up
to and including
2015.

1.2 Attendance
By the end of
2018, 75% of our
students will be
attending school
on a regular basis.

5. Student
attendance

Progress towards Target
Key:
Green = Above Target Blue =
On Target Orange = Just Below
Red = Below Target
Milestones:
 The Performance of our Year 3
students in NAPLAN should
trend upwards across all the
testing areas. In 2016, 4 out of
the 5 tested areas to be in the
expected performance range.

6. Students feel
safe at school

7. Human
resources are
allocated to
ensure smooth
running of the
school.

In 2016, all results to be in the
expected comparative
performance levels with at least 2
areas being in the positive half of
the expected level.
Milestone:
 2016: 70% regular attendance
for both semesters.

8. Material
resources are
purchased and
allocated to
enhance the
learning
outcomes of the
students.

Semester 1: 71.7%
Semester 2: 64.5%

Target: All teachers to be rated as
proficient. All graduate teachers
be coached towards reaching
proficiency.
Target achieved: All teachers
graded as at least proficient.
Three graduate teachers
recognised as proficient.

4. All staff to be
provided with
opportunities to
take on
leadership roles
within the context
of the school and
be involved in the
decision making
process and
direction of the
school.

Target: All questions on staff
surveys rate above 4.0 on a 5.0
point scale.
Target nearly achieved. Only the
question on teacher feedback not
rating above 4 on a 5 point scale.
The school working at an
outstanding level in at least 6 of
the nine domains found in the
National School Improvement
Tool.
Target not achieved: School
working in the moderate to high
levels across all 9 domains.

Target: Over 85% of students
enjoy coming to school.
Target nearly met. Approximately
80% enjoy coming to school.
Target: maintain a level of 90% of
students with 0-1 admin referrals
per semester (Tier 1)
Target not achieved. On average
85.2% of students were in Tier 1.
Reduction in the number of Tier 2
(2-5 referrals) and Tier 3 (6+
referrals) students.
Target not achieved: less than 5%
of students in these two tiers.

 In 2016, there is high progress in
at least 3 out of the 5 NAPLAN
learning areas and a shift in
Maths towards the high
progress line. (As measured
against like-schools)

1.3 Enjoyment of
School Target:
By 2018, 85% of
our students will
report that they
enjoy coming to
school.

Target: The school has a regular
attendance rate of 75%+
Target not achieved. Semester 1 =
71%

For the first time, students rated
the school on average above 4 out
of 5 in a school survey.
Target: Results of community and
staff surveys with items focused
on the running of the school are
above 4 on a 5 point scale.
Target achieved: All items
averaged above 4 on the 5 point
scale.
Target: An improvement in the
learning outcomes of the
students.
Target not achieved. See strategic
outcome 1.
School audit rated as satisfactory
or above.
Target achieved: School received a
‘good’ rating.

Alice in Wonderland Rehearsals
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Child and Parent Centre
The highly successful Child and Parent Centre
continues to draw together a range of services to
meet the needs of the Banksia Grove and greater
communities.
Ngala, the coordinating provider enjoys strong and
collaborative partnerships with the four government
departments that support this initiative (Department
of Education, Department of Health, Department of
Local Government and Communities and Department
of Child Protection and Family Support).
Now in its second official year, the centre’s success is
held in high regard and is acknowledged state-wide as
a successful model for working together.
In yet another busy year, 2016 saw many significant
highlights throughout the year including:
 The recruitment of a highly skilled team consisting
of Early Childhood Educators and a Program
Support Officer who all bring with them a wealth
of industry leading skills and knowledge.
 Cementing the collaborative relationship between
the Child Health Nurses and Speech Pathologist to
provide a wrap-around service for the community.
 Continued family support from families who report
that they can see and feel that the staff at the CPC
all work together very well.
 Launching the Skool Bag App which has enhanced
communication between the centre and the local
community. Currently there are 310 users of the
App.

parenting skills and knowledge. Currently 368
families are registered for these sessions.
 Piloting the Little Learners pre-kindy program. A
partnership pilot between the school, the CPC and
Occupational Therapist on the Move. The success
of the program is planned to continue into 2017.
 Parent feedback highlighting the benefit from early
intervention and the focus on preparedness and
development of the skills necessary for each child’s
transition to Kindy.
 The Local Advisory committee continued to
provide guidance and ideas regarding the future
developments of CPC activities and programs, in
response to identified needs.
On Entry Performance
Banksia Grove Primary works very hard to provide a
comprehensive service and education for all early
childhood aged children. This includes a close working
relationship with the CPC, the highly successful three
year old program (Leap Into Learning) run by Mrs
Abbott and the schools comprehensive Kindy and Preprimary programs. The premise for this intervention is
to provide the best possible opportunity for children
to succeed as well as being able to identify and
support early intervention. As a result of this, the
enrolments in early childhood are very high.
Below is the summary of progress in On Entry
Assessments conducted with Pre-primary students
between 2015 and 2016.
The assessments provide a score called a “Progression
Point” or Victorian Early Learning Score (VELS). The
expected standard for Literacy and Numeracy is
Progression Point 1.0 by the end of the PP year.
LITERACY RESULTS
Same Better Worse than previous year/and or state
2015
2016
All
NPS had only 7% (5
-BGPS had 10% (6
Literacy
students) scoring 0.0
students) scoring 0.0
compared with 13%
compared with 13%
for the state across the for the state across
literacy assessment
literacy assessment

 The celebration of the CPC’s 2nd birthday. Unveiling
the gate from the CPC garden through to the
Aboriginal Six Season garden. The gate has been
made and donated to the CPC by Wanneroo
Rotary.
 The continued success of the Meet Stay and Play
activity sessions held every week on Tuesdays.
 The sessions provide families with access to the
Early Childhood Educators, Speech Pathologist
support, Child Health Nurse support and guidance,
as well as access to local community information.
 Families receive information on their children’s
early learning and development including Ngala
tips and advice to assist parents with their

Speaking
and
Listening
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NPS had slightly fewer
students scoring 0.0
than for state

-BGPS had slightly
fewer students than
state scoring 0.0 (16%
BGPS, 19% State).
-BGPS had 34% below
0.4 compared to 41%
of state
-57% (35 students) of
BGPS scored 0.5 or
above compared to
50% for state

Reading

One NPS student
reached the very high
score of 1.6 in Reading

Student Academic Achievement

- 7% of students @
BGPS score over 1.0
compared to 4% for
state
-BGPS had 3% (2
students) score 1.3
compared to 1% of
state

Literacy and Numeracy
Comparative Performance Summary

-BGPS had no students
score above 1.3
compared to 1% of
state

Writing

Our writing score had
61% of students at 0.2
compared to 47%
across the state

-95% of our students
scored 0.2 or below
compared to 91% of
state.

In writing we fall
behind state with 99%
of students at 0.4 or
below (5% state). Only
1 NPS student scored
0.7.

-Behind state with 95%
of students at 0.4 or
below (91% state).
-1 BGPS student (2%)
scored
above
0.4
compared to 5% of
state

LITERACY 2016 Target
1. Reduce the percentage of
students scoring 0.3 VELS or
below from 40% to 30%
2. Increase the percentage of
students scoring between 0.6
VELS to 0.8 VELS from 26% to
35%

In 2016 the students in Years 3 and 5 performed at
expected predicted mean levels in 9 of the 10
NAPLAN test areas.
Positives:
 The performance of the Year 3 cohort saw gains in
numeracy, writing, grammar and punctuation. This
shows an upward trend which supports the efforts
made in these areas.

2016 Results
Not achieved- 40% 0.3 or
below
Not achieved- 28% scoring
between 0.6 and 0.8 VELS.

NUMERACY RESULTS
Same Better Worse than previous year/and or state
2015
2016
All
48% of BGPS students 40% of BGPS scored at
Numeracy scored at or above 1.0 or above 1.0
with state at 43%
43% of state scored at
or above 1.0
6% scoring below 0.4 11% below 0.4 with
with state at 7%
state at 10%
NUMERACY 2016 Target
In 2015 56% of BGPS scored
at or above 1.0 compared to
53% of state
Increase the percentage of
BGPS scoring at or above 1.0
VELS to 60%.

 The Year 5 cohort performance was within the
expected range for like schools. Writing and
numeracy trends were pleasing with an upward
trend line from 2012.

2016 Results
Not achieved- 49% at or
above 1.0

The data reflects on average a slight downward trend
in student performance in Pre-primary. The school
had a large increase in students who had not
attended Kindergarten in 2015 which may explain the
‘apparent’ drop in performance. Additionally, the data
does not reflect the stable cohort which has shown
steady improvement from 2015 to 2016.
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SCIENCE
The specialist Science program is in its third year and
is continuing to prove to be a sound strategic
decision, with many students highlighting Science as
one of the most desirable aspects of the school.
The development of a Science Committee has
enabled our specialist teacher, Mrs Amy Dixon, to
plan a biannual Science fair for National Science week
as well as a broad range of incursions or excursions
throughout the year.
A close collaboration with the Design and Technology
committee has helped to integrate Science across
other learning areas and promote increased student
interest.
 The progress from our students between 2014 and
2016 is very positive. This provides the greatest
evidence that long term strategies are having an
impact. High progress in both achievement
domains are reflected in the data.
Areas of Concern:
 Whilst writing and maths in year 3 and 5 have
shown improvement, performance in reading has
dropped in both year levels.
 Despite continued efforts in spelling, results in
year 3 performance show a slight downward
trend. Year 5 performance is fairly stable over the
period from 2011 to 2016.

Positive areas:
 A high proportion of students achieving at or
above a C grade.
 An increased proportion of students receiving a B
grade.
 The continuation of a specialist program to ensure
continuity and systematic delivery of the
curriculum.
 Strong financial support to ensure the continuity of
the science program.
 Inclusion in the Wanneroo Education Network
(WEN) to support collegiate networking and
sharing of resources.
 Strategic planning at a network level to support
schools.
 Promotion of science through incursions and
excursions.
 The development of and alignment between
Science and Design and Technology to integrate
teaching and learning into the daily curriculum.

Action Taken:
As outlined in the Education Department’s school
review, the school will continue to implement
measures to improve performance. These being:
 Clear target setting at whole school and at
individual levels to achieve improvements in
performance.
 The development of operational and strategic
planning at a whole school level that supports the
needs of students to achieve change.
 The systematic collection and analysis of data to
inform planning and to drive teaching and
learning.
 Provision of extra assistant time in some classes to
support positive behaviour and improve outcomes
for other students.
 The continuation of whole school homework
policy.
 Professional learning and implementation of the
Jolly Phonics Spelling and Grammar program as a
whole school program.
 The introduction of decodable readers program to
improve comprehension levels in junior primary.

Areas of Concern:
 A large number of students with a ‘D” level.
 The impact low literacy skills is having on students’
ability to complete tasks.
Possible actions:
 Science week/fair activities.
 Greater opportunities to develop science literacy
across the school.
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PERFORMING ARTS
Under the expert guidance of Mr John Donnelly, our
Performing Arts program continues to be praised and
highly valued for the positive contribution to our
school culture. The program engages our students in
the Arts processes – at an individual, group and whole
school level. In 2016, all students from Years 1-6
were provided with weekly lessons in Drama/Music,
while our Pre-primary students were included in our
successful Assembly Community Singing program.
Students were given opportunities to participate in
lunchtime Drama Club, the School Choir and the IMSS
Classical Guitar tuition program.
This year was a busy year for the Performing Arts
department, with the presentation of the biannual
musical production, Alice in Wonderland. This busy
year also included fortnightly assemblies, AUSLAN
signing of community singing, our ANZAC assembly
and memorable Book Awards and Graduation
ceremonies. The transformation of our stage into a
set resembling a scene from Matilda - The Musical,
with swings and all, left a lasting memory of what was
an exciting year for all students involved.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The Physical Education program, run by Mr Cameron
Mulcahy, focuses on students developing the skills to
confidently participate in and enjoy physical activity.
The students enjoy participating in both competitive
and non-competitive whole school events, such as our
athletics carnivals, morning fitness programs and
Jump Rope for Heart. Our school has continued to
enjoy positive performances during interschool
competitions.

Positive areas:
 The high levels of performance of our students in
this learning area
 A participation rate of close to 100%
 A key component of our positive community
profile

Area of concern:
 Number of students without appropriate hats.

Positive areas:
 Third consecutive B Division win at Interschool
Athletics.
 Strong performances across netball, modcrosse
and soccer at the Winter Carnival.
 High participation and enjoyment rates in Physical
Education lessons.
 Raising over $2000 for the Heart Foundation
through the Jump Rope for Heart program.
 High participation rates in the Interm Swimming
program.
 Accessing over $8000 in Sporting Schools grants.

Possible actions:
 A whole school focus on students wearing the
school bucket hat to increase sun protection and
improve the image of the school during excursions
and interschool competitions.

Areas of concern:
 Succession plan (if required).

LOTE (Italian)
Mrs Patrizia Chambers, our Italian teacher continued
to provide a rich language experience in 2016. Despite
losing a dedicated LOTE classroom due to increasing
in student enrolments, the program saw significant
progress in students learning and enjoyment in the
languages. Italian was taught in home classrooms and
provided class teachers greater access to the
program.

Possible Actions:
 Mr John Donnelly to further up-skill other staff
members in the management of stage and
audio/visual equipment.
 Ensure that all relevant structures, formats and
contacts relating to assemblies and special events
are documented and filed for easy access for any
possible successor.
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Positive Areas:
 The resources for HASS is ever growing to meet
the needs of teachers and all spending was
allocated equitably across the school.
 The library ‘Teacher Resources’ section is now
organised into a HASS section to make it easier for
staff access.
 A ‘Resources List’ has been created which has
library and online HASS resources organised for all
staff.
 The operational plan was created which lists target
areas, committee goals and future planning
direction in the HASS area.

Positive areas:
 Continuity of relationships with all students in
each of the classes.
 Improved behaviour of students during specialist
time.
 Integration of iPads into the LOTE program.
 Trialling of intentional learning strategies.

Areas of Concern:
 The major grade distribution is still in the C to D
areas especially from years 1-4.
 More resources aimed at specific areas still need
to be addressed.
 In the upper grades, Civics & Citizenship and
Business & Economics needs to be better
addressed, resourced and time given to plan, in
order for teachers to incorporate it into their
programs.
 The time required for planning excursions and
incursions is of concern.

Areas of concern:
 A possible skewing of results toward an A level.
 Lack of networking opportunities with other LOTE
teachers
Possible actions:
 Explore opportunities to secure a LOTE specialist
room.
 Conduct bilingual assemblies to increase the
profile of the subject.
 Further cross-curricula opportunities.
 Opportunity for assessment moderation with like
schools.

Possible Actions:
 PD for HASS team to address latest changes and
amendments to HASS curriculum.
 HASS team to PD all staff on updates.
 Continued organisation of subject specific material
in ‘Teacher Resources’ section in the library.
 The ‘Resource List’ to be continually updated and
given to staff.
 The Operational Plan’s goals are addressed and
the document reviewed & updated on a regular
basis (term/semester/yearly).
 A prepared set of Excursion/Incursion documents
prefilled in for staff with all instructions on
planning (time is required to create these
documents).
 Regular year level planned excursions that meet
the SCSA curriculum guidelines.
 A set of appropriate pre-planned assessments (at
year levels) for teachers to use that are consistent
with WA Curriculum.

HUMANITIES and SOCIAL SCIENCES
The school would like to acknowledge the passionate
work of Mrs Judith Staples who ably led this learning
area. Mrs Staples has maintained support for teachers
through the purchase of a range of supporting
resources that target the implementation of the HASS
curriculum.
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TEACHER JUDGEMENTS

Student Non- Academic Achievement
ATTENDANCE

The two tables Compare NAPLAN scores with teacher
judgements. As the NAPLAN test is a one off test and
the teacher judgements based over two semesters, it
is difficult to compare the data.

2016 attendance figures began very positively with
almost 72% regular attendance. The graphs above
show a clear and very disappointing drop in student
attendance from semester one to semester two
however.

In general, there is a reasonable alignment between
teacher judgement and NAPLAN results, with some
skewing above and some below in Year 3. The data is
interesting but not conclusive.
To ensure that teacher judgements are valid, the
school continues to utilise standardised assessments,
moderation samples, and SCSA exemplars. The school
continues to work with Megan Griffiths from the West
Coast Speech and Language Centre to make
consistent judgements in writing, as well as utilising
the following assessment tools;
 Brightpath – for writing
 PAT maths – ACER standardised maths
assessment.
PATr – ACER standardised reading assessment.
 SCSA – exemplars (in maths and English).

Data Analysis:
 Our Pre-primary and Year Three students had an
attendance 3% below the WA public school
average.
 In a small group of students there had been a
significant increase in the number of unexplained
absences.
 Years two, five and six attended regularly,
matching or exceeding the state average.
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 There was an increase in referrals after staff were
requested to follow behaviour management policy
with greater rigour.
 Behaviour management from SSEN-Be (School of
Special Education Needs – Behaviour)

As a result of this data and teacher feedback, the
following changes will be continued or extended in
Semester 1 of 2017:
 The school will continue using SMS notification for
absent students. This proved to be very effective.
 Student absence will automatically be marked as
unacceptable unless explained.
 Behaviour and attendance will continue to be
linked together in order for a student to attend
each term’s Good Standing reward.
 Attendance diaries will continue to be used, with a
greater commitment from staff to ensure this
happens.
 Letters and reminders will be sent home at regular
intervals to ‘warn’ families when attendance
begins to fall.

Attitude, Behaviour and Effort
(Teacher judgement)

Behaviour Management
Again we enjoyed excellent behaviour from the
students at Banksia Grove. 2016 saw one of our best
years ever in terms of positive student behaviour.
The school continued to focus all of the students on
our ‘STARS’ code of conduct through an incentive and
acknowledgement program based around ‘Good
Standing’.
Behaviour Management Referrals
% Count % Count
Number of referrals
2015
2016
Tier 1 – (0-1 referrals)
94%
85.2%
Tier 2 – (2-5 referrals)

3%

9.2%

Tier 3 – (6+ referrals)

3%

5.6%

Key:
1 = Works to the best of their ability
2 = Shows self-respect and care
3 = Shows courtesy and respect for the rights of
others
4 = Participates responsibly in civic and social
activities
5 = Cooperates productively and builds positive
relationships with others
6 = Is enthusiastic towards learning
7 = Sets goals and works towards them with
perseverance
8= Shows confidence in making positive choices and
decisions

Referral Count 2016

Analysis of teacher judgements about attitude
behaviour and effort is summarised below:
 In all classes the students display positive attitudes
‘consistently’ and ‘often’ (green and blue), These
behaviours exceed all others and reflect the
positive behaviour in the school.
 There is almost no ‘seldom’ (yellow) behaviours
evident in any classes in the school.
 As per 2015, the Year 1 teachers, whilst consistent
in their year level, acknowledged that they had
marked quite hard for ‘Consistent’.

The table clearly indicates:
 A marked decrease in the percentage of students
with 0-1 referrals.
 An increase in the number of students with Tier 2
and 3 referrals.
Analysis of data:
 All but one tier 3 referral was for students
between PP and year 3.
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Community Survey
During 2016, parents, students and teachers were
surveyed to determine their satisfaction with school.
The results were very encouraging and reflect the
strong partnerships that exist within the school
community.

Numeracy:
Key Focus Areas:
Completion of the Maths Operational Plan, refined
mental maths strategy, ongoing mental maths and
teaching of mental strategies. Use of PAT maths to
inform teaching and learning. Provision of weekly
collaborative meetings to develop assessment cycle.
Target: To lift NAPLAN scores by 5%.

The following table is a sample of the survey
questions and responses from the student cohort.

Quality of teaching:
An increased focus on improving teacher practices
through the performance management process.
Included in this will be the expectation of greater use
of data to inform decisions.
The school will aim to lift the quality of its teaching
team in Dimension 5 of the National School
Improvement Tool from moderate to high.
Whole school management:
Targeted intervention of students through the
performance management process, where specific
students are identified to lift overall performance by
5% or more.
Continued development of ICT infrastructure to lift
iPad ownership to approximately 140 iPads and to
create three computer hubs of 16 PCs per hub. This
will support Department targets and prepare the
school for NAPLAN online in 2018/19.
Science:
Development of an Operational Plan in Science.
Continued support of Science program through WEN
network and collaboration with the Design and
Technology team.

Scores were allocated on a scale of 1 to 5. This
allowed the scores to be averaged.
Conclusions:
 All questions scored on average above 4 out of 5.
 The survey scores reflect the positive ‘feel’ of the
school.
 The students overwhelmingly understood our
positive behaviour program – The Stars Program.
 The positive response around the importance in
learning is a major step forward in the culture of
the school.

Attendance:
Refinements to the attendance program such as
initiatives that target families of students with low
attendance (more letters home – sooner, home visits
and meetings). The development of teacher made
incentives and attendance systems in each classroom.

2017 Priorities
Literacy:
Key focus:
Development of Operational Plan in
English.
Introduction of whole school Jolly Phonics and Jolly
Grammar program to support writing and reading.
Use of decodable readers in junior primary, emphasis
on guided reading minimum time allocations. Use of
Brightpath and PATr to inform teaching and learning.
Ongoing moderated writing aligned with the
expectations of the Western Australian/ Australian
Curriculum. Target: To lift NAPLAN scores by 5%.

Behaviour management:
The maintenance of a level of 97%+ of our students in
good standing. Teachers to refocus all students on our
Code of Conduct and give out badges in
acknowledgement of achievements.

Principal:

_________________________

Board Chair:

_________________________

Date:
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